
Science
Animals including Humans
Amazing Me!

Animals including humans
Healthy animals

Mathematics

Place Value: Count to 100,
identify number, estimate Place
value in 2-digit numbers Make
and write amounts of money
Make amounts of money; give

change

Addition and Subtraction:
Addition/subtraction facts; missing

nos Know how many to next
multiple of 10 Add and subtract

10/20; extend to 11/21

Measures (A): Measure
lengths in metric units; rulers

Computing
Digital literacy: The children will be learning

about online safety

Computer science:
Year 2:Staying safe online: Do the gith thing,

Safety snakes
Algorithms: Patterns unplugger

English
The children will be exploring a
wide range of texts including

Fiction, Non Fiction, Poetry etc.
They will learn to work with

others, role play, plan ideas and
write their own stories.

Key texts: A Lion in the
Meadow, You Choose, The Pet
that Flew. Boris and Sid find a

Tiger.

Grammar: to begin sentences
with capital letters and to use
punctuation marks correctly. To

be able to use range of
expanded noun phrases in the

descriptions.
Autumn Term 1 Theme - Movers and Shakers

In the Movers and Shakers theme, your child will learn words and phrases
related to the passage of time. They will be learning about different people
who have been actively influential in some field of endeavour. To help them

understand about the movers and shakers of the past and how they have changed the
way people think and view certain topics like racism and religion. Eg Individuals such as
Rosa Parks and Henry the 8th.



Halaqah (PSHEC)
The children will be engaged
in discussions on the purpose
of life and the stages of human
life linking back to Tawheed.
They will also learn about
health and well-being linked to
Islam. The children will learn
how to perform salah (prayer)
as well as the words said,

Arabic
Module 3: In my

house Unit 1: Where do
you live? Unit 2: Rooms

in the house

Qur’aan
Surah Fatihah, Surah Naas
Surah Falaq,Surah Ikhas,
Surah Masad, Surah Nasr

Art

Mix It. Let’s mix
Colour wheel

Same or different

Design and Technology

Remarkable
Recipes

Sources of
food and tools
used for food
preparation

History
Exploring significance:

Exploring impact Timelines
Significant explorers and
exploration: Christopher
Columbus Neil Armstrong

Exploration changes

Geography
Our Wonderful World

Let's Explore the World, Atlases, maps
and cardinal compass points

Collecting primary data in locality


